Portable Vertical Shaft Mixers

Contractors Speak Up
“The Mortarman120 Plus is freakin’ awesome! This mixer saves
us so much labor. We mix up some really brutal mud, very stiff
and dry. For our type of work the Mortarman 120 Plus is hands
down better than a 2 bag towable mortar mixer… it’s a beast!”

Mortarman 120+
The Mortarman 120+ is perfect for the 2-4 man construction crew. Why go
through all the hassles of towing a mixer to a jobsite, when the Mortarman 120+
can make a wheelbarrow of mortar, stucco, grout or dry pack cement every 3
minutes.

– Joshua Onion, Owner, Onion Stone, Homer, Alaska
“The Mortarman 120+ is working great to make Ann Sacks tiles.
Good recommendation”.
– Andy Fleishman, Andy Fleishman Concrete Tile, North
Carolina

In fact, vertical shaft mixers deliver so much mixing torque that the 120+ can out
produce a 2 bag towable mixer when making dry pack cement. Here is an
instance where size really doesn’t matter!

“I work in the French Quarter and mix lots of heavy lime mortar
and dry pack for historical restoration, and the Mortarman 120
Plus has worked great! I especially appreciate the bottom dump,
it‘s fast, clean, and very neat.”
– Bill Sampson, Bill’s Brickwork, New Orleans, LA.
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Batch after batch

of great producti

Mix anywhere

The 120+ can go anywhere just roll it through
standard doorways. While the mixing action is neat
and controlled. The mud stays in the drum, and the
mix discharge is equally clean. Mix indoors without
making a mess!

QUICK SPECS
Drum capacity
Batch output
Drum diameter
Maximum Aggregate Size
Paddle Speed
Motor 2 h.p.
Current draw
Noise
Machine Weight (crated)
OPERATING DIMENSIONS (palletized)
Length
Height
Width
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2 Horsepower

on!

reverse it

If the material being mixed starts to clump up or
separate, no problem, just hit reverse for a few
seconds...then back to forward. The ability to switch
from forward to reverse ensures that all types of
material mix well...Bring on the tough stuff!

MORTARMAN 120 +
4.25 cu. ft.
3 cu. ft.
30"
3/8"
38 rpm
110/115 V
15 amps
70 dB(A) - real quiet
286 lbs. (310 lbs.)
33" (35")
50" (38")
30" (31")
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Outlet

Discharge of material is very controlled.
Whether you need a trowel, a bucket or a
wheelbarrow full of material...it’s all there
with a twist of your arm.
Mortarman 120+ discharge as seen from
below.

Vertical shaft
mixers rock!

The paddles are always in the mix, working hard.
Material is blended without air entrapment, and even
stiff muds are mixed thoroughly and quickly..

